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Is it possible to perform filtering on an 
online data source in a way that prevents an 
adversary who has full knowledge of the 

filtering protocol to infer what input data 
points match the filter, more than what it 

already knows about the source of the 
stream?





Potential Applications

• Computation on very large databases
• Processing Network Packet Streams
• Anonymous Multiplexing of Streams
• Mitigating Timing Channel Attacks 
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Is it possible to match the performance 
of offline oblivious filtering when dealing 

with the online arrival of data points? 

If yes, then what is the cost of such a solution? 

If no, then what is it that fundamentally 
prevents us from doing so?
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Correctness Requirements

• Type Consistency : The system only outputs valid 
tuples that match the filter.

• Liveness : Every input tuple that matches the query is 
eventually output by the system.

•Order Preservation : The output stream preserves the 
relative order of matched tuples in the input stream.



Privacy Requirement
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Given an algorithm A that uses B bits of trusted memory in the 
presence of an adversary who observes an output for N time 
steps and has a prior % on the input stream I, the leakage L is 
defined as follows (H = entropy):

Initial 
uncertainty

Uncertainty upon 
observing the output

Information LeakageMINIMIZE THIS!







Evict-When-Full Scheme

What is the leakage when B > N?  
0 bits (since no output is produced)

What if B < N? 
w.h.p. Ω log% + Θ (

)

Assumption : 
Adversary believes each 
input matches the filter 

w.prob. ½

What value of B 
optimizes it? 
B = Θ(√%)



Evict-When-Full Scheme

What caused such a high leakage?

Ω log% + Θ %
(

The adversary learns that the buffer is full upon eviction – The 
input element at the time of eviction MUST have matched and 

caused the buffer to become full!

What if we make the 
buffer become full 
deterministically?



Collect-and-Evict Scheme

Buffer now becomes full 
every B time steps!

Leakage reduced to Θ "
# log'
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Can we make this leakage zero using a system that can 
only afford B units of memory?
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Has at least as 
much leakage as ->

COLLECT-AND-EVICT

Θ (
) log)

Lower bound!

Arbitrary 
algorithm



! = Θ $ log log$ is too large and expensive for 
trusted memory (when N is large). Is it possible to reduce 

B without lowering N or increasing the leakage?

Use Oblivious RAM on unprotected memory!
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New Bound on Leakage = Θ "
# log'

where M is the size of unprotected memory (can be made 
as large as we want!) using the simple Collect-and-Evict 

scheme!

Comes at the cost of increased delay!



Thank You!
Questions?


